We consider the problem of synthesizing joint distributions of signals and actions over noisy channels in the finitelength regime. For a fixed blocklength n and an upper bound on the distance ε, a coding scheme is proposed such that the induced joint distribution is ε-close in L 1 distance to a target i.i.d. distribution. The set of achievable target distributions and rate for asymptotic strong coordination can be recovered from the main result of this paper by having n that tends to infinity.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of cooperation of autonomous devices in a decentralized network, initially raised in the context of game theory by [1] , has been introduced in information theory in [2] . Instead of using the channel between the agents to convey information reliably, coordination is intended as a way to induce a prescribed behavior. Two metrics to measure the level of coordination have been defined: empirical coordination, which requires the empirical distribution of the actions to approach a target distribution with high probability, and strong coordination, which requires the L 1 distance of the distribution of sequences of actions to converge to an i.i.d. target distribution [2] .
While a number of works have studied the strong coordination region with error free links, namely [3] , only a few works have focused on coordination with noisy channels. However, since in a realistic scenario the communication links are usually noisy, and the signals exchanged over the physical channel are a part of what can be observed, we investigate joint strong coordination of signals and actions over a noisy links as in [4] , [5] .
We consider a two-node network composed of an information source and a noisy channel, in which both nodes have access to a common source of randomness. Although the exact coordination region is still unknown, [4] presents an inner and an outer bound for the region. For the inner bound derived in [4] , [5] proposes a practical polar coding scheme which achieves strong coordination. However, the computational cost of polar codes makes them impractical for delayed-constraint applications because it involves a chaining construction over a large number of blocks.
For this reason, we investigate strong coordination in the finite-length regime for the same point-to-point setting of [4] , [5] , introducing the notion of fixed-length strong coordination. Using the finite-length techniques of [6] , [7] , combined with This work was supported in part by the Swedish foundation for strategic research and the Swedish research council. the random binning approach inspired by [8] , we present an inner bound for the fixed-length strong coordination region. We develop a joint source-channel scheme in which an auxiliary codebook allows us to jointly coordinate signals and actions.
The rest of the document is organized as follows. Section II introduces the notation and some preliminary results, and describes the model under investigation. In particular, the results on strong coordination in the asymptotic setting are recalled. Then, Section III studies the problem of strong coordination in the non-asymptotic setting, and derives an inner bound for the fixed-length strong coordination region.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND BACKGROUND A. Preliminaries
We define the integer interval a, b as the set of integers between a and b. We use the notation · 1 and D(· ·) to denote the L 1 distance and Kullback-Leibler (K-L) divergence respectively.
We recall some useful definition and results. Definition 1: Given A ∼ P A and (A, B) ∼ P AB
Definition 2: A coupling of P A and P A on A is anyP AA on A × A whose marginals are P A and P A .
Proposition 1 (Coupling property [10, I.2.6]): Given A ∼ P A , A ∼ P A , any couplingP AA of P A , P A satisfies
B. Point-to-point setting
We consider the two-nodes network of Figure 1 , comprised of an i.i.d. source with distributionP U , and a discrete memoryless channelP Y |X . Two agents, an encoder and a decoder, share a source of common randomness C ∈ 1, 2 nR0 . The encoder selects a signal X n = f n (U n , C), f n : U n × 1, 2 nR0 → X n , which is is transmitted overP Y |X . The decoder observes Y n and common randomness C, and it selects an action V n = g n (Y n , C), g n : Y n × 1, 2 nR0 → V n . For block length n, the pair (f n , g n ) constitutes a code.
C. Asymptotic case
In the asymptotic regime, a pair (P U XY V , R 0 ) is achievable for strong coordination for the setting of Figure 1 if
is the joint distribution induced by the code, and the strong coordination region is the closure of the set of achievable (P U XY V , R 0 ) (see [3] ).
While the joint strong coordination region of signals (X n and Y n ) and actions (U n and V n ) is still unknown, the best known inner bound is derived in [4, Thm. 1]:
III. NON-ASYMPTOTIC CASE
We introduce the notion of fixed-length strong coordination. Definition 3 (Fixed-length strong coordination): A pair (P U XY V , R 0 ) is (ε, n)-achievable for strong coordination if for a fixed n > 0, there exists ε > 0 and a code (f n , g n ) with common randomness rate R 0 , such that
is the joint distribution induced by the code. Then, the fixed-length strong coordination region R is the closure of the set of achievable (P U XY V , R 0 ).
For the setting of Figure 1 , the main result of this paper is the following inner bound for the fixed-length n strong coordination region when ε is a multiple of 1/ √ n. Theorem 1 (Inner bound): LetP U andP Y |X be the given source and channel distributions, then R in ⊆ R:
2π e −x 2 /2 dx is the tail distribution function of the standard normal distribution, and VP is the dispersion of the channelP Y |W as defined in [6, Thm. 49 ].
Outline of the proof of Theorem 1: The achievability proof is based on non-asymptotic output statics of random binning [8] and requires the following steps:
A. preliminary definitions and results on random binning; B. two schemes are defined for the one-shot problem, a random binning and a random coding scheme; C. the scheme is generalized for a fixed n, by repeating the one-shot scheme n times. Using the properties of random binning, it is possible to derive an upper bound on the L 1 distance between the i.i.d. random binning distribution P RB and random coding distribution P RC . With common randomness greater than H(W |Y ) + constant · ε, a first bound on P RB − P RC 1 is found. Then, a second bound ε Tot is recovered, by reducing the rate of common randomness to obtain the conditions in (2) . D. the term ε Tot is analyzed; E. the rate conditions are summarized.
Remark 1: Observe that, as we will see in Section III-C3, the final bound ε Tot on the L 1 distance between P RB and P RC is worst than the one found in Section III-C2. However, by worsening the L 1 distance, we reduce the rate of common randomness.
Remark 2 (Comparison with the asymptotic case): Note that, for both the asymptotic and the fixed-length case, the decomposition of the target joint distribution is the same (see (1) and (2)). Perhaps more interestingly, in the asymptotic regime ε vanishes, and
goes to zero since log n/n goes to zero and so does the last term because
Hence, we can recover the inner bound for the asymptotic region of (1) from the inner bound for the fixed-length (2). Moreover, the bound ε Tot on the L 1 distance between the two distribution goes to zero as 1/ √ n, as we will see in (31).
A. Preliminaries on random binning
Let (A, B) ∼ P AB be a discrete source and ϕ : A → 1, 2 R , a → k, be a uniform random binning of A, with K := ϕ(A). We denote the distribution induced by the binning as
The first objective consists of ensuring that the binning is almost uniform and almost independent from the source so that the random binning scheme and the random coding scheme generate joint distributions that have the same statistics.
Theorem 2 ([8, Thm. 1]): Given P AB , for every distribution T B on B and any γ ∈ R + , P RB the marginal of (4) satisfies where for a set X, we denote with Q X the uniform distribution over X and
Before stating the second property, we recall the definition of a mismatch stochastic likelihood coder (SLC).
Definition 4 (Mismatch SLC): Let T AB be an arbitrary probability mass function, and ϕ : A → 1, 2 R , a → k a uniform random binning of A. A mismatch SLC is defined by the following induced conditional distribution
Then, the following result is used to bound the error probability of decoding A when the decoder has access to the side information B as well as to bin indices ϕ(A) = K.
Theorem 3 ([8, Thm. 2]): Given P AB and any distribution T AB , the following bound on the error probability of mismatch SLC holds
where γ is an arbitrary positive number and
B. One-shot coordination scheme
We consider the setting of Figure 2 . The encoder and the decoder share a source of uniform randomness K ∈ 1, 2 R0 . The encoder observes the source U ∈ U and selects a signal X = f (U, K), f : U × 1, 2 R0 → X , which is then transmitted over the discrete channelP Y |X . Then, the decoder selects an action V = g(Y, K), where g : Y × 1, 2 R0 → V.
1) Random binning scheme: LetP U XY V be the target distribution,P UPX|UPY |XPV |U XY .
We introduce an auxiliary random variable W such that the sequence (U , X, W , Y , V ) has distribution
We consider two uniform random binnings for W : In particular, P RB,os W |KM U is well defined.
2) Random coding scheme: Suppose that in the setting of Figure 2 , the encoder and decoder have access not only to common randomness K but also to extra randomness M , where K is generated uniformly at random in 1, 2 R0 with distribution Q K and M is generated uniformly at random in 1, 2 R with distribution Q M independently of K. Then, the encoder generates W according to P RB,os W |KM U defined above, and X according toP X|U W . The encoder sends X through the channel. The decoder obtains Y and (K, M ) and reconstructs W via the conditional distributionTŴ |Y KM . The decoder then generates V according to the distribution y) , whereŵ is the output of the mismatch SLC. This defines a joint distribution:
C. Fixed-length coordination scheme
Now, we consider the setting of Figure 1 . Assume that U n , X n , W n , Y n and V n are jointly i.i.d. with distribution
1) Random binning and random coding scheme:
We repeat the one-shot schemes of Section III-B for n i.i.d. uses of the sourceP ⊗n U and of the channelP ⊗n Y |X :
where C := K n , F := M n , and for T W n |Y n := n i=1P W |Y the mismatch SLC is:
Observe that the distribution P RB is by construction trivially close in L 1 distance to the target distributionP . We use the properties of random binning to show that the random binning and the random coding scheme are ε-close in L 1 distance, and therefore so are P RC andP .
2) Strong coordination of (U n , X n , Y n , V n , W n ) -First bound: By applying Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 to n i.i.d. copies of P RB,os and P RC,os , we have
where (a) comes from (ii) in Lemma 1, and
with γ 1 and γ 2 arbitrary positive numbers, and
where (b) comes from the choice of the mismatch SLC (11) . Then, we have
To conclude, observe that in the random binning scheme we have V n ∼P V n |W n Y n , W n ∼P W n |U n , while in the random coding scheme we have V n ∼ P RC V n |Ŵ n Y n ,Ŵ n ∼TŴ n |Y n CF . Then, by Proposition 1,
3) Reducing the rate of common randomness -Final bound:
Even though the extra randomness F is required to coordinate (U n , X n , Y n , V n , W n ), we do not need it in order to coordinate only (U n , X n , Y n , V n ). We would like to reduce the amount of common randomness by having the two nodes agree on an instance F = f . To do so, we apply Theorem 2 to A = W n , B = (U n , X n , Y n , V n ), P B = P RB U n X n Y n V n , P AB = P RB U n X n Y n V n W n and K = F . Then, we have
where ε App,2 := P RB S c γ3
Now, we recall that by (i) in Lemma 1, we have
Combining (14) and (16) with the triangle inequality, we have
By (iii) in Lemma 1, there exists an instance F = f , such that
ε Tot := 2 (ε App,2 + ε App + 5 ε Dec ).
D. Analysis of the L 1 distance Substituting (12a), (12b), and (15a) into (18), the bound on the L 1 distance in (17a) becomes
We treat separately the terms S c γi , i = 1, 2, 3 to understand which rate conditions we have to impose in order to minimize the measure of the sets as a function of γ i , i = 1, 2, 3. In a second instance, we choose the parameters (γ 2 , γ 2 , γ 3 ) such that ε Tot defined above is small. 1) Analysis of S c γ1 : To boundP U n CF S c γ1 we want to find rate conditions such that S γ1 includes the typical set T (n) ε1 . Observe that if u is ε 1 -typical and (u, w) are jointly ε 1 -typical, then
Then, if for every ε 1 -typical sequence, the following chain of inequalities is verified,
Thus, S γ1 contains the typical set, and there exists a set S, T (n) ε1 ⊆ S ⊆ S γ1 , such that for every (u, w) ∈ S, we have nHP (W |U ) − nε 2 > n(R + R 0 ) + γ 1 .
Therefore, we have S c γ1 ⊆ S c , and since the rate condition (20) holds, S c is empty and the measureP U n CF S c γ1 is zero. 2) Analysis of S c γ3 : Similarly to above, S γ3 contains all the typical sequences, and P RB S c γ3 vanishes if
3) Analysis of S c γ2 : We recall the Berry-Esseen CLT. Theorem 4 (Berry-Esseen CLT [11, Thm. 2]): Given n > 0 and Z i , i = 1, . . . , n independent r.v.s. Then, for any real t,
, and B n = 6 Tn V 3/2 n , and Q(·) is the tail distribution function of the standard normal distribution.
We want to use Theorem 4 to estimateP W n Y n S c γ2 , where S γ2 is defined in (13b). We observe that, given W n = w, the terms Z i = hP (w i |Y i ) for i = 1, . . . n are mutually independent because of the choice for the mismatch SLC (11) . Then, if
Therefore, if we apply Theorem 4 to the right-hand side of (25), and we choose
we have 
and VP = minP W E w VarP Y |W (ıP (W ; Y )|W ) is the dispersion of the channelP Y |W as defined in [6, Thm. 49 ]. Hence, (24) can be rewritten as n(R + R 0 ) > nHP (W |Y ) + n Q −1 (ε 4 ) VP n + γ 2 . (29) 4) Choice of (γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 ): If we choose (γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 ) = (log n, 1 2 log n, log n), (20), (23), and (29) become R + R 0 > HP (W |Y ) + Q −1 (ε 4 ) VP n + (log n/2 n), R + R 0 < HP (W |U ) − ε 2 − (log n/n), R < HP (W |U XY V ) − ε 3 − (log n/n),
and the bound (18) on the L 1 distance becomes 
where (ε 2 , ε 3 , ε 4 ) are defined in (19), (23), and (26).
Remark 4 (Trade-off between ε Tot and rate): Observe that in order to minimize ε Tot , we can choose ε 5 equal to zero in (26) and (27). On the other hand, this would require more common randomness since Q −1 (·) increases as its argument approaches zero. Note that one can minimize ε Tot (for example, we can have ε Tot = constant · e −n ) simply by choosing greater (γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 ) in (18), but this increases the rate conditions (32).
